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Introduction
This supporting information consists of five parts. First, a basic description of the model used
in this study is provided, most importantly its modification for these simulations. Second, the
utility of normalized surface pressure is demonstrated mathematically, with an example that
reveals its value in the analysis of these results and those from other modeling studies. Third,
and related to the discussion of normalized surface pressure, a metric is defined that is used to
quantify the effect a crater circulation has on the air temperature profile. Based on the metric,
values are determined for the example mentioned above. Fourth, two figures are provided for
each of two additional cases (the figures are otherwise the same as Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 shown in
the main article). Finally, animations are provided to show the entire diurnal cycle of the crater
circulation for each of the three idealized crater circulations simulated.
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Text S1: a description of the mesoscale model used in this study.
A version of the Oregon State University Mars Mesoscale Model (OSU MMM) is used in this
study. Descriptions of the initial validation studies and development of the model are given
by Tyler et al. [2002]. The dynamical core of the OSU MMM is hydrostatic, and the planetary
boundary layer scheme is the MRF PBL (Hong and Pan, 1996). The vertical grid of the model is
sigma p, where the value of sigma is given by:

σ=

p − ptop
.
psfc − ptop

A modified/simplified version of the OSU MMM was developed for this study. The model is
changed in four ways: 1) solar forcing varies identically everywhere, 2) the Coriolis force is set
to zero, 3) a zero-flow condition is imposed at the lateral boundary of the mother domain, and
4) a diurnal cycle of air temperature profiles is constructed for use at the lateral boundary of
the mother domain (also for model initialization). For 1), the solar forcing varies with time of
day for a fixed solar longitude (Ls) of Ls=151° (the date that MSL Curiosity landed on Mars). The
model does consider topographical slope effects, which affects the incident solar flux at the
surface. Requiring 2) helps to produce an important goal of these simulations, a circulation
that is almost perfectly symmetric in relation to the center of the crater (no geostrophic force
balance is included). For 3), requiring zero-flow across the mother domain boundary causes
the total air mass in the model to be conserved for the simulation; this is important towards a
main goal of this study (to isolate and quantify the effect of a crater circulation on the surface
pressure cycle at the crater floor). The need for 4) is itself a consequence of 1), 2) and 3).
Consider: without a crater (or when far away from the crater), we desire that the atmosphere
will only expand/contract in the vertical in response to the diabatic heating of the surface and
the atmosphere. Thus, air temperatures prescribed at the boundary must be in equilibrium
with the radiative forcing when the surface pressure does not vary with time. We construct
these temperature profiles offline in a radiative-convective run of the OSU MMM.
To run the model in a radiative-convective mode, all horizontal winds are set to zero within a
small domain (50x50). In setting the horizontal winds to zero, there is no variation of surface
pressure at any location in the model, although the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) scheme
still mixes heat in the vertical. The model is run in this state for ten sols at the Ls of MSL
landing, Ls=151°. This allows soil temperatures to completely equilibrate, such that the
resulting diurnal cycle of temperature profiles (each an average over a central region of the
50x50 domain) provides a diurnal cycle that has no discontinuities in derivatives across
midnight. Since the OSU MMM cannot be run with periodic boundary conditions, we adopted
this approach to achieve the desired goal: configuring the model in such a way that when run
with flat topography, with albedo and thermal inertia fields set everywhere constant, the
winds would be negligible and the profiles of air temperatures within the model domain
would vary with those at the boundary. Configured this way, only weak winds are simulated
(~1 m/s), with no trends across multiple days of simulation. There are 24 radiative-convective
temperature profiles constructed for use in the lateral boundary of the mother domain. The
OSU MMM interpolates linearly between these hourly values with the tendency changing
hourly.
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An unfortunate consequence of this approach is seen in the mass flux calculations provided in
Fig. 2 of the main article (and the corresponding figures in this supporting information). When
compared to the amplitude of the mass flux signal, there is a sizable amount of “noise” that we
have worked carefully to both understand and remove. When we realized the importance of
having a truly cyclic boundary condition, our attention focused on boundary feedback. To
minimize the effect of the boundary, its width was tripled (from five to fifteen points). Also, a
number of experiments were carried out to investigate the effect of varying the two terms
used in the model to transition into the solution predicted by the model from that given at the
boundary (a Newtonian relaxation term and a diffusion term). Weakening the Newtonian term
and strengthening the diffusion term was most effective. Overall, some “noise” was removed
in these efforts, although it is still sizeable in comparison to the rather small amplitude of the
mass flux signal. We note the good agreement between the zeros of the smoothed mass flux
curves and the max/min of the normalized surface pressure cycles within the crater. This
reveals that the mass flux signal is not spurious, and thus useful in trying to understand the
daytime “surge” that expands away from the craters.
An important element of these simulations was the construction of various idealized crater
topographies. All of the craters used in these studies are axisymmetric (with or without a
central mound). The crater topography is first prescribed as a mathematical function that
varies with distance from the center of the crater. For realism, a crater rim and some random
variability (decreasing rapidly when more than 250 km from the crater center) are included in
the constructed terrain. For the case described in the main article (having a central mound),
Figure S1 shows the elements of constructing the crater. The terrain is constructed at very
high-resolution, and them mapped onto the two domains used in each simulation, the mother
domain and a single nest. A mother domain is the “parent” domain, and is the domain that
requires prescribed boundary conditions (nests are contained in the mother domain and
receive their boundary conditions from the mother domain). A Mercator projection is used,
and both domains are centered on the center of the crater at a longitude of 0° E and latitude
of 5° S. The horizontal resolution of the mother domain is 15 km with a grid size of 250x250 (a
square with a side of 3750 km). There are 66 sigma levels in the vertical. The horizontal
resolution of the nest (dynamically two-way, with feedback into the mother domain) is 5 km
with a grid size of 151x151. The top of the model is at a fixed pressure level of 0.01 mbar,
which provides a model atmosphere that is ~40-50 km deep. Vertical spacing below ~20 km
above ground level (AGL) is less than 1 km, with very high resolution near the surface. Only 11
of the 66 model layers are above ~20 km AGL. Above ~15 km AGL, very little happens in these
simulations dynamically. In all of the simulations, the albedo and thermal inertia values are
respectively ALB=0.126 and TI=174 (SI). Both of these values are low for comparison with Gale
Crater, although representative of the prime meridian at the latitude of Gale Crater (~5° S).
Text S2: the diagnostic utility of normalized surface pressure on Mars.
When examining mesoscale model results for Mars, normalized surface pressure is effective at
identifying places where the dynamics have significantly modified the air temperature profile
(versus height AGL near the surface). Such is the case with a crater circulation. It is also very
useful when examining model output for transient eddies, as shown by Tyler and Barnes [2005]
and Tyler et al. [2008]. Fundamentally, because of the short radiative time scales in the Martian
atmosphere, it is generally understood that isotherms of air temperature (over regional scales)
tend to align (near the ground) with the regional terrain variation, as described for example by
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Webster [1977]. It is this general behavior of the atmosphere of Mars that causes normalized
surface pressure to be such an effective diagnostic in revealing locations where the typical
stratification of air temperature (versus height AGL) has been modified by circulations with a
strong convergent/divergent component. As used in this study, normalized surface pressure
is the actual surface pressure divided by its diurnal mean value:

psfc (t)
.
psfc

p̂sfc (t) =

In the following discussion, a hydrostatic atmosphere is presumed (as in the OSU MMM). We
consider two nearby locations in some region, at terrain elevations that differ by dz, where the
profiles of air temperature versus height AGL over some depth h are identical (see Figure S2).
The change of pressure from the top to the bottom of the column is found by integrating the
hydrostatic equation: dp = − ρ gdz . Rearranging the result shows that the fractional change in
pressure is independent of the starting pressure, and only dependent on the pressure scale
height profile H(T(z)) and h, the depth of the column:

! h ! dz $$
psfc
= exp # ∫ #
&& = Ω .
ptop
" 0 " H (T (z)) %%

In this expression, z is the height AGL, and H(T(z)) is dependent only on the air temperature
profile. As the air temperature profile varies diurnally, Ω = Ω(t) . Thus, for two locations:
2
p1sfc
psfc
= 1 = Ω(t) .
2
ptop
ptop

Here we assume that the pressure at the top of the lower profile is a factor β greater than the
pressure at the top of the upper (noting that assuming β is constant across the diurnal cycle
presumes a constant/mean pressure scale height aloft):
2
ptop
= β p1top .
Substitution into the left equality above reveals that the surface pressure of the lower location
is greater than the surface pressure at the higher location by the same factor:
2
psfc
= β p1sfc .
The mean values of surface pressure are found by integrating over the complete diurnal cycle,
where ( 0 < t < 1). After substituting the mean surface pressure at the higher location into the
expression for the lower location, we find that the mean surface pressure at the lower
elevation is simply β times that at the higher elevation:

p =
1
sfc

p =
2
sfc

1

∫p
0

2
top

1

∫p
0

1
top

Ω(t)dt ,

1

1
.
Ω(t)dt = β ∫ p1topΩ(t)dt = β psfc
0

Finally, using the above expressions leads us directly to the desired result, that the normalized
surface pressure cycles at two different elevations are identical when the air temperature
profiles versus height AGL are identical above the two locations:
2
psfc
(t) β p1sfc (t) p1sfc (t)
p̂ (t) = 2 =
= 1 = p̂1sfc (t) .
1
psfc
β psfc
psfc
2
sfc
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If the normalized pressure cycles at a height h above two locations are identical (and the same
diurnal cycle of air temperatures exists below), the normalized surface pressures will be exactly
the same. Diurnal variation of the scale height aloft causes the normalized surface pressure
cycles at the tops of the integrations to differ, which will cause the two normalized surface
pressure cycles to differ. However, the size of this effect, in comparison to that of a crater
circulation modifying the air temperature profile at the lower location, is small. An example,
that uses actual mesoscale model pressure data (from an equatorial location where tidal
amplitudes are significant), is provided to demonstrate this.
From model results, we use the diurnal cycle of the air temperature profile, the air pressure
profile, and the surface pressure. To construct a surface pressure cycle at the constructed
lower elevation (using dz=2.5 km, the same as the crater in the main article, as diagramed in
Figure S2), we begin the downward integration at a pressure taken from the model results at
a height of h-dz above the ground (using h=12 km). Results from the vertical integration (the
two surface pressure cycles, the two normalized surface pressure cycles, and the percentage
difference between the two normalized surface pressure cycles) are shown in Figure S3 for
two cases. In the first case (left subplots), the same temperature profiles are used. In the
second case (right subplots), the lower elevation profiles are modified in agreement with the
effect of the crater circulation discussed in the main article. In the case where temperatures
over the lower elevation location are modified, the amplitudes of the normalized surface
pressure cycles differ by ~4x greater than the case when the same temperature profiles are
used. This suggests that the effect of the scale height varying aloft realistically is small when
compared to the effect that a crater circulation (right subplots) has on the normalized surface
pressure cycle.
That normalized surface pressure tends to be invariant across regions with sizable variation in
the larger-scale surface elevation is a consequence of 1) the short atmospheric radiative time
scales in the Martian atmosphere (the tendency of isotherms to align with the terrain of the
region near the surface), and 2) the basic behavior of normalized surface pressure (shown
mathematically and with the example described above). Normalized surface pressure is an
important quantity to consider in the analysis of model results, especially when looking for
signatures of strong convergent/divergent circulations.
Text S3: quantifying the effect a crater circulation has on the air temperature profile.
In the simulation of crater circulations with the OSU MMM (described in the main article), it is
the modification of the temperature profile versus height AGL that causes the other changes.
However, differences between the modified and unmodified profiles are not easy to quantify.
The reason for this is that the diurnal mean temperature profiles themselves are different due
to the cumulative effect of the circulation across the diurnal cycle. However, the amplitude of
the effect can be quantified if, instead of differencing the temperature profiles versus height
AGL directly, we difference their excursions from their respective diurnal means. This allows us
to quantify how much warmer/colder air temperatures over the crater floor become (when
compared to their diurnal means) than the unaffected temperatures outside the crater. A
temperature metric Tˆ is defined quantify the effect of the crater circulation on the amplitude
of the temperature cycle versus local time of day and height AGL:
ex
ex
− Tplains
= (Tcrater − Tcrater ) − (Tplains − Tplains ) .
T̂ = Tcrater
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In the lower right subplot of Figure S4 a color plot of the temperature metric is shown. Values
are plotted versus local solar time and height AGL. The diurnal cycles of the air temperature
profiles (shown in the upper left subplot) are from the two model locations (shown in the
upper right subplot, at the floor of and just outside the crater of the case described in the main
article). The total depth of the effect versus height AGL (the metric) scales with the sum of the
crater depth and the unaffected CBL depth. The value of the temperature metric is shown in
Figure S4. This was used as a guide for modifying the temperature profiles for the lower
elevation location in the right subplots of the example of Figure S3 (an amplitude of 11 K was
used). Modifying the temperature profiles in this way yielded very good agreement between
the amplitudes of the normalized surface pressure cycle in the example and the case that was
described in the main article. Importantly, this agreement is a consequence of using the same
vertical offset, dz=2.5 km.
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Figure S1. Construction of a crater with a central mound is shown (as prescribed for the case
in the main article). The final topography used in the model ( shown in the bottom right
subplot) is constructed first as a sum of the crater profile (black line upper subplot) and the
central mound and/or rim profile (blue line upper subplot). To include some “realistic” spatial
variability in the final terrain maps, random “noise” (shown in the lower left subplot) is added
at the resolution of the mother domain (250x250). The result shown in the bottom right
subplot is at the spatial resolution of the nest (5 km), and includes all components of the
construction.
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Figure S2. For the discussion in Text S2 (and the example of Figure S3), a diagram of two
identical temperature profiles versus height AGL is shown. In the diagram, dz is the difference
in surface elevations for the two cases, and T(z) is the air temperature versus height AGL, with
h the vertical depth of the temperature profile over which inegration is performed to
determine the surface pressure.
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Figure S3. A comparison between two cases is shown (profile elevations differ by dz=2.5 km).
Subplots on the left are for the case when the diurnal cycles of the air temperature profiles are
identical. Subplots on the right are for the case when the air temperature profiles over the
lower elevation are modified according to the metric of Figure S4. The surface pressure at the
lower elevation (blue markers) is found by integrating the hydrostatic equation downward a
distance h (where h=12 km), starting with a pressure taken from a real-atmosphere run of the
OSU MMM from a height AGL of h-dz (see discussion above). In the upper subplots the two
surface pressure cycles are compared (model results in red, constructed result in blue). In the
middle subplots the normalized surface pressure cycles are compared. In the lower subplots
the percentage difference between the two normalized surface pressure cycles is provided.
When temperatures are enhanced in the lower elevation case (based on the effect of a crater
circulation for a 2.5 km deep crater as described in the main article, using the metric values of
Figure S4), the difference between the normalized surface pressure cycles is ~4x larger than
when the temperature profiles are identical. This shows that a crater circulation will have a
very significant and obvious effect on the normalized surface pressure cycle.
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Figure S4. For the case described in the main article (a 2.5 km deep crater that has a central
mound), air temperature profiles from inside the crater are compared with those from outside
the crater. To quantify this comparison, a temperature metric (as defined in Text S3) is used.
By differencing the differences from their respective diurnal means (heavy black lines in the
left subplots), the temperature metric reveals how much greater the diurnal amplitude of air
temperatures are within the crater in comparison to those outside the crater. The diurnal
cycles of air temperature profiles versus MOLA height are shown in the upper left subplot.
Their locations with respect to the crater center are shown in the upper right subplot. In the
lower left subplot the temperature profiles are plotted versus height AGL (this may help to
visualize the metric calculation). The value of the metric is in the lower right subplot, which
quantifes the effect of the crater circulation as having an amplitude of ~10-12 K over the
depth of the crater (a value of 11 K was used to guide the example of Figure S3).
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Figure S5. Identical to Fig. 1 in the main article, although for a case with no central mound.
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Figure S6. Identical to Fig. 2 in the main article, although for a case with no central mound.
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Figure S7. Identical to Fig. 1 in the main article, although for a case with no central mound
and a crater half as deep (1.25 km versus 2.5 km).
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Figure S8. Identical to Fig. 2 in the main article, although for a case with no central mound
and a crater half as deep (1.25 km versus 2.5 km). In this case we note a slightly larger negative
afternoon excursion in the suraface pressure record outside the crater. The reason for this can
be seen in the animations by comparing the radial wind and the temperature slices with the
other cases. A slighly later passing of the leading edge of the amplifying “surge” is seen.
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Movie S1. 2015GL064957-01.mov An animation of the crater circulation is shown for the
case described in the main article. The four subplots in the animation are potential
temperature (θ) air temperature (T), vertical wind (w), and radial wind (U). Contour intervals of
potential temperature and air temperature are 5 K, whereas the intervals for w and U vary.

Movie S2. 2015GL064957-02.mov An animation of the crater circulation is shown for a
second case, identical to that described in the main article, although there is no central
mound. The four subplots in the animation are potential temperature (θ) air temperature (T),
vertical wind (w), and radial wind (U). Contour intervals of potential temperature and air
temperature are 5 K, whereas the intervals for w and U vary.

Movie S3. 2015GL064957-03.mov An animation of the crater circulation is shown for a third
case, identical to that described in the main article, although there is no central mound and
the crater depth is half as deep (1.25 km versus 2.5 km). The four subplots in the animation are
potential temperature (θ) air temperature (T), vertical wind (w), and radial wind (U). Contour
intervals of potential temperature and air temperature are 5 K, whereas the intervals for w and
U vary.
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